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Executive Summary  

 

This report identifies sources of conflict in Agbogbloshie/Old Fadama and paths forward for ameliorating relations 

within the scrapyard, especially with regards to the GIZ’s positioning and sustainability of its programs. 

  
The conflict within Agbogbloshie/Old Fadama affects mostly migrants from Ghana’s north, who control the 

scrapyard’s political institutions, have an informal hold on land, and depend on scrap’s economy in the context of 

socio-economic constraints in the region of origin (Northern region) and in Ghana. In the colonial times, Ghana’s 

north was subject to explicit policies of non-development that cut its population from opportunities. In 

Independent Ghana, the newly demarcated Northern region has seen the greatest number of people defined as 

‘poor’ and one of the lowest levels of access to education in the country. 

  
Since 1990s, the Dagomba migrants from the north – in particular - have dominated sectors of scrap economy 

such as collection and iron scrap trade. They are also the principal demographic in scrapyards.  The combination 

of economic specialisation and inter-regional dynamics meant that urban scrapyards have become akin to 

development banks for the agricultural north. The rural families depend on cash from urban centres to purchase 

fertilisers, agricultural labour, and to replenish depleting food stocks. 

  
The Dagomba Kingdom in the north has been experiencing outbursts of an intra-ethnic conflict throughout 

2000s. The conflict is between two clans (Abudu/Andani), each associated with an open gate to the throne of the 

Kingdom of Dagbon. While the beginning of the conflict was in 1900s, it was initially mostly limited to royal 

disputes. In March 2002, it spread to the wider population following the killing of Ya-Na (=King) Yakubu Andani. 

In the aftermath, Dagombas have become aware of their clan identity and its consequence for everyday life. The 

conflict also maps onto Ghana’s bipartisan political divide, which means political party preference correlates with 

a clan belonging. 

  
Accra’s scrapyard of Agbogbloshie/Old Fadama is a principal place, where the conflict has been erupting around 

election times since 2002. Agbogbloshie/Old Fadama is a platform for numerous political associations such as the 
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Greater Accra Scrap Dealers Association (GASDA), grassroots organisations for political parties, informal political 

gatherings, traditional institutions, and patrimonial ties. These associations have been shaped by the conflict. It 

has influenced the membership composition of these associations, impelled them to take sides within the conflict, 

and 

 

 

in result diminished their capacity to represent people across political divides. The fracturing of the political scene 

has meant that, while the vast majority of stakeholders voice their wish for the conflict to end, they do not feel 

they can influence, control, or sanction the various parties to the conflict. Due to the conflict’s length, there is also 

a growing group of individuals that have been directly affected by the conflict’s currents over the years. They 

struggle to obtain redress in other ways than through partaking in the dynamics of the conflict. 

  
The most consequential eruptions of the conflict were in 2009 and 2016. Each time they coincided with a change 

of a political party in power. They resulted in: people leaving the scrapyard around election time to go to vote in 

the north and wait out the results, violent confrontations (resulting in deaths and casualties) around the election 

time; evictions of political opponents from Agbogbloshie/Old Fadama; takeovers of business assets and land from 

opponents; changes of GASDA’s leadership; periodic intimidation of politically neutral scrap dealers by people 

associated with the party in power; formation of new scrapyards around Accra that are composed of “refugees” 

of Agbogbloshie; a rapid social mobility or degradation of individuals associated with winning/losing parties of the 

conflict. 

  
The GIZ has worked to strengthen the GASDA. This is important due the centrality of the Association in 

Agbogbloshie/Old Fadama and its potential as a representative of the scrapyard to state and international 

institutions. However, the GASDA has had problems with positioning itself in the otherwise fractured political 

scene and its leaders voice frustration with challenges to their power. 

  
The report encourages the GIZ to consider its modes of engagement with various stakeholders to includes inter 

alia “refugees of Agbogbloshie/Old Fadama”, who have established other scrapyards. This is advised in order to 

avoid the charge of being seen as privileging or engaging with only one side of the conflict. 
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The GIZ has a range of possible tools to pursue: ensuring that GIZ meetings are attended by scrap leaders across 

political divides; creating a social media group (e.g. on WhatsApp) to distribute GIZ messages across scrapyards; 

drafting clear rules of engagement that emphasise the GIZ’s neutrality and disagreement with the harassment of 

political opponents or extortions of money; organising workshops for stakeholders with representatives of trade 

unions and labour protection organisations to inspire new paths for representing the profession. The paths 

forward for political representation beyond the parameters of the conflict would include representation of the 

interests of scrap dealers vis-à-vis smelting and export companies (e.g.  with regards to pricing); creation of 

platforms for dialogue across political divides; collaboration with other scrap dealers’ associations in the country 

to increase advocacy; protectection of different members of the economy against exploitation and negotitation 

of conflicts of interest; brokerage of improved relations with state institutions (e.g., the police). The report details 

such paths and assesses their various risks. 
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List of Abbreviations 

GASDA- Greater Accra Scrap Dealers Association 
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